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Stellingen behorende bij het proefschrift  

The Role of Economic Integration for European Cities and Border Regions 

van  

Abdella Mohammed Oumer 

 

 

1. National borders have a negative effect on the development of cities in the border regions; 

thus  border cities and regions benefit the most from measures that stimulate economic 

integration (This Thesis). 

 

2. Foreign market access is more important for border cities than for non-border cities, 

geographical proximity matters (Chapter Two).  

 

3. The EU integration process boosts population growth along national (integration) borders for 

a limited period of time; the adoption of the euro as a common currency has had no effect on 

border locations (Chapter Three). 

 

4. The national borders have two sides and they are affected differently by the EU integration 

process (Chapter Four).  

 

5. Cities from different countries can individually reduce ‘border’ barriers between them and 

stimulate their population growth (Chapter Five).  

 

6. The NEG model in a multi-region setting predicts that improving intercity transportation links 

may result in a spreading effect to smaller cities; the spatial range of this effect is limited 

(Chapter Six). 

 

7. Market economies can reward teenage singers with a single hit-song much more than life-time 

achievements of (some) scientists. Given the far reaching nature of fundamental scientific 

inventions and discoveries this reward system might surprise future generations. 

 

8. The gradual European evolution from hostility to (economic) cooperation over the last 50 

years suggests that this process might be a role model for other parts of the world.    

  

9. The road to success has been under construction.  
 




